
UST REMOVALS



❏Single wall tank sunset
❏Non-compliance/testing failure
❏Unpermitted tank (Easter egg)
❏Other



❏Qualifications

❏Site Plan 

❏Haz or Non-Haz removal

❏Disposition of Tanks and Site

Be sure to cross-reference with CERS   
and agency files where possible.



❏Facility Closure Plan (if applicable)
❏City Building Division Permits (if applicable)
❏Copy of current City Business License
❏Copy of Workers’ Compensation Coverage
❏Copy of California Contractor’s License (A, B, C-36, 

D-40 only)
❏Copy of Hazardous Substance Removal 

Certification



❏Completed Permit Application

❏Three (3) sets of plans which include: tank(s) size, current and past contents, 
location of tank(s) and piping, utilities, structures, property lines and streets

❏Appropriate Permit Fee

❏Statement indicating whether UST(s) will be transported as hazardous or 
non-hazardous waste

❏A statement from the property owner indicating the intended disposition of 
the property once the tanks have been removed (e.g. reinstallation, sale of 
property)



❏Notify AHJ prior to start of work.

❏Site shall be secured.

❏Tanks shall not be uncovered past the midway point (spring line) 
without approval.

❏Leave tank-top hardware in place for inspection.  If piping must 
be removed it shall be set aside for inspection.

❏Access tanks through existing openings.  No cutting shall be 
performed without specific permission of the AHJ.



❏Tank must be certified non-hazardous by a registered 
Marine Chemist or certified Industrial Hygienist. (22 CCR § 
67383.3)
❏Tanks shall not be lifted without approval of AHJ.
❏All piping and electrical wiring associated with the tanks 

shall be removed and properly disposed of.
q Soil samples shall be collected in brass or stainless steel 

cylinders with caps, Teflon and labels.  A sealable cooler 
with cooling material must be on site.  Samples shall be 
transported under a chain of custody.

q Crane required for lifting tanks greater than 550 gallons
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❏White copy of chain of custody for samples 

❏Lab results for all samples

❏Destruction certificate for all tanks and piping

❏Photocopy of generator manifest and TSDF-signed manifest

❏Copy of Marine Chemist/IH certificate



❏Health and Safety Code 6.7, 
section 25298
❏California Code of Regulations, 

Title 23, section 2671
❏2022 California Fire Code 

105.6.8, 105.6.12





❏Neighboring occupancies 
(schools, busy commercial 
areas)
❏Traffic (difficulties for truck, 

crane access)
❏Overhead hazards (power lines, 

canopies)
❏Weather (Lightning/Wind/Rain)



❏Other hazmat (LPG tanks, 
waste storage, etc)
❏Ignition sources (hot work, 
equipment)
❏Underground hazards (gas, 
electrical and sewer lines)



❏Bring copy of stamped plans & 
permit
❏Understand vehicle staging
❏Understand who the players are
❏Attend safety meeting/make 

sure everyone familiar with onsite 
safety plan



❏Hardhat

❏Steel-toe boots

❏Reflective Vest

❏Gloves (for soil handling)

Always follow your 
department protocol and/or 
site requirements.



Sloughing of excavation walls



Swing radius (arm and cab) of 
excavators and cranes



Hazardous
❏Fuel is removed from UST (usually 

hazwaste) & piping triple-rinsed 
(rinseate is hazwaste)

❏Dry ice is added to the tank (a 
minimum of 22.2 pounds per 1000 
gallon of capacity*)

❏Oxygen reading should be below 5% 
(allow time for dry ice to sublime)

❏UST is hauled to TSDF on a 
hazardous waste manifest

Non-Hazardous
❏UST & piping is triple-rinsed 

(rinseate = hazwaste)

❏Industrial Hygienist or Marine 
Chemist takes readings with a CGI.

❏I.H. or M.C. certifies the UST as non-
hazardous (get a copy prior to pull)

❏UST can be transported as non-
hazardous







UST lacks sufficient openings:
❏Older, smaller USTs
❏USTs damaged by grading 

operations
UST contents are not easily 
removed:
❏Slurry 
❏Solid material
❏Sludge 



❏Only with specific AHJ approval
❏Only with approval of I.H. or 

Marine Chemist*
❏Only cold-cutting with non-

sparking tools
❏Limit the number and size of 

cuts to the minimum necessary 
(usually no greater than tw0 24” 
x 24” windows)



❏Must have current calibration per 
manufacturer
❏LEL is displayed in % of Lower 

Explosive Limit.
❏Reading is only true if measuring 

the same substance as used to 
calibrate meter. CGI shows a 
“relative response”
❏ “1” only equals “1” if what you’re 

monitoring is what the meter is 
calibrated to. 



❏If your CGI is calibrated to methane and 
you are monitoring another substance, 
reading must be multiplied by a correction 
factor (CF) to determine the actual 
percentage of LEL.
❏Readings are only valid in a normal oxygen 

environment (i.e. no dry ice/no active 
venting)
❏Take readings at multiple locations/depths 

and be sure to allow enough response time





❏Cert should list UST type and 
capacity 
❏Cert should include readings for 

flammability and oxygen taken at 
the top, center and bottom of the 
tank
❏Each UST should be assigned a 

number, listed on the form and spray 
painted on the tank
❏The certification is only good for 24 

hours, due to the potential for USTs 
to “sweat” residual hydrocarbons



❏Certified UST is a minimal fire or 
hazmat hazard
❏The physical hazards of the 

removal are significant
❏Fuel USTs generally weigh 

between 5000 and 20000 pounds
❏Besides the tank(s) there are 

vehicles, equipment and the 
excavation to keep in mind



Be conscious of…

q Escape routes
q Protective barriers

q Footing

Practice situational 
awareness



Talk to your crane operator:

❏Is the crane and the counterweight 
sufficient for the load and the angle of the 
pull

❏Are the outriggers positioned appropriately

❏What will be the path of travel for the USTs

❏What sign or signal will be given to stop 
work immediately

❏Do they have any concerns about the lift



❏Do NOT use the lifting eyes/lugs

❏Keep the tank shored until the crane 
operator can pull the straps or chains taut 
(static load)

❏Be aware that wet or muddy soil can 
create a suction effect, increasing the 
effective load on the crane

❏Keep your eyes and ears open for 
indications of strain on the crane or the 
tank being lifted



< 3 points of contact = higher risk >/= 3 points of contact = lower risk



❏Contractor will usually perform 
some cleaning of the UST either 
by scraping or hitting the tank

❏This gives the inspector an 
opportunity to inspect the tank 
for signs of damage/release

❏NEVER attempt to inspect the 
tank unless there are at least 
three points of contact



❏Make sure the first UST is secured 
before starting to pull the next one

❏Unless multiple tanks are being 
transported on one trailer, the first 
tank should be down the road and 
the next trailer ready before 
beginning the next pull

❏In short, don’t put a tank in the air if 
you don’t have a safe place to put it 
down



❏Former and current UST sites are often 
the subject of records requests and 
litigation

❏An inspector should try to document 
the removal with photographs and with 
notes

❏If possible, have one person from the 
AHJ responsible for documenting so 
that the other can concentrate on safety

❏If only one inspector, safety always 
takes priority over documentation





Per 23CCR§2672: “soil samples shall be taken 
immediately beneath the removed portions of the tank, a 
minimum of two feet into native material at each end of 
the tank in accordance with section 2649. A separate 
sample shall be taken for each 20 linear-feet of trench for 
piping.”



In practical terms: 

❏One sample at each end of each tank.  

❏Samples at piping junctions and 
transitions, including all UDC’s

❏Soil in the spoils pile may be 
characterized with a composite 
sample(s)

❏Better too many samples than too few 
(32 were taken at the site pictured)

Yes, this is new piping.  It’s called creative license.



23CCR§2672 again: “Soils shall be 
analyzed…for all constituents of the 
previously stored hazardous substances and 
their breakdown or transformation 
products. The local agency may waive the 
requirement for analysis of all constituents, 
breakdown or transformation products 
when key constituents that pose a 
significant threat to water quality or the 
environment can be identified for analysis.”

Bottom line: The owner/operator shall 
“demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
local agency that an unauthorized 
release has not occurred.”











A photoionization detector (PID) can be 
useful tool for confirming the presence or 
absence of contamination

❏Can detect even small amounts of 
volatile organic compounds (voc’s)
❏Reads out in ppm

❏Does not differentiate what voc’s are 
being detected

❏Like CGI must be calibrated and given 
sufficient reaction time

❏Will react to atmospheric contaminants 
like diesel exhaust



Keep a log of samples as they taken.  
The log should indicate:

❏Sample name

❏Approximate depth and time 

❏Any observations regarding 
staining or odor

❏Any PID readings

❏General atmospheric conditions



Create a sampling site plan:

❏Can use existing monitoring 
site plan

❏ If no site plan, indicate 
locations of USTs, piping, and 
dispensers

❏Be sure to indicate reference 
points that will remain post-
removal



❏Parameters will depend on UST 
contents

❏For example, “TPH-Gas, TPH-
diesel, Full scan VOCs with 
oxygenates”

❏Waste USTs analytical protocols 
will be different

❏Since oil is the most common 
waste in USTs, let’s talk about 
that…



❏For a site with no evidence of a 
release your agency may issue a “No 
Further Action” (NFA) letter.

❏For a site with evidence of a release 
your agency may refer it to the Local 
Oversight Program or Regional 
Water Board who will review and 
oversee site assessment by the 
responsible party



Whether or not your agency 
issues an NFA letter, be sure to 
issue a closure statement to the 
operator and  document all 
activities at a UST removal.  
This includes filing the  plans, 
permit, and closure report.   



Make sure that appropriate 
closure documentation is 
submitted, reviewed and 
approved in CERS, 
including the installation 
date for the removed USTs.



❏UST removals rarely go 
exactly as planned

❏Preparation and patience: 
“Go slow or don’t go”

❏Reach out for help if needed

❏Don’t be afraid to stop any 
action you believe is unsafe



Grant Miner
HazTAC Inc.

Hazardous Materials Training & Compliance

haztacinc@gmail.com

949-422-8527


